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That is very popular inside the society since manual book is considered as complementary
package, almost nothing additional. Individuals have a tendency to neglect the manual books
that they acquire on account of the lack of information connected to your book itself. What does
it offer you? Normally, manual book can be a unique book presented by each and every
automaker that contains any details, instructions, ways to, and warning about distinct item. By
studying and understanding the book, it implies you will get to closer to your vehicle. In regards
to the significance of acquiring, studying, and knowing the book, it may be relevant on the
details contained from the manual. Since the book provides all info concerning the unique car
or truck, it provides you thorough comprehension regarding the characteristics with the car.
Besides, additionally, it allows you to operate the car as outlined by the guidelines of
automaker. That is regarded as the safest. By recognizing the knowledge, the opportunity is you
can give the most beneficial remedy for the car. The offline edition, or true book, is generally
integrated to the package deal for each acquire. This can be a great alternative in the event you
will not be definitely into technologies, or in the event you do not wish to have tired eyes for
watching computer system or smartphone to read through the book. In which to get this useful
file? You simply really need to input details about your vehicle yr and form and click Go. The
web site will approach and show you the result. Aside from, the manual may also be obtained as
a result of third-party websites. On this situation, you should be actually careful since the
manual may not be as valid as a single you find within the official web site of your automaker. In
addition, some internet sites require you to register, for that reason it truly is regarded as
impractical. For trustworthy third celebration web site, you might decide on eBay or Amazon.
Even so, in the event you find Honda Civic Owners Manual For Free from third celebration
internet site, specifically unreliable one, the material may well be various. Honda Owners
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suppliers to aid end users in utilizing their items in a successful way. They provide step by step
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comprehensive information on set up, procedure and routine maintenance of customer
products and machines. There are Honda Civic Owners Manual Pdf for particular merchandise
and tools like cars, copters, aeroplanes, vessels, bulldozers, motor periods, motorcycles and a
number of far more. Some instructions cover only one type of item, although there are several
that cover differing types of buyer items and tools. It gives you very clear information about
how precisely to make the most out of a product, which includes advice on how to maintain or
correct it if one thing goes completely wrong. It will help consumers handle issues easily and
removes the requirement for several trips to a technician or any form of specialized assist. The
Honda Civic Owners Manual Pdf will serve as a street map for the consumer, leading her or him
through the a variety of actions essential to make issues work. Most manuals focus on two
fundamental regions, that being user efficiency and product or service functionality. As an
example, in a car with a manual typically covers how to start off the car and how to change
gears. In the same way, in a Helicopter the user manual supplies information on arming and
disarming the rotors as well as clearing the air filters. On the contrary, a nurses treatment
manual gives thorough information on taking care of a affected individual, such as giving and
garments instructions. A quality owner Honda Civic Owners Manual Pdf covers every aspect of
the buyer product or service, starting from how to care for and maintain the item, to
troubleshooting treatments and substitute merchandise information. All merchandise need to
have routine maintenance and repair sooner or later of time and so will not leave anything
undone for the sake of undertaking a eleventh hour check on the electric battery or a lacking
switch. A manual not simply presents the customer the equipment to carry out all these
pursuits, but additionally guides them by way of the procedure of maintenance, how to keep
items working successfully and how to lengthen their existence. Actually, most handbooks offer
information how to increase the useful life of the product by updating it with modern, more
advanced versions. Consumers need to have the ability to go through and adhere to this
manual without needing to seek advice from a technical or a experienced buddy. When it might
not be essential to cover every single model of a product or service less than a single steering,
every single manufacturer must no less than have a handful of appropriate sections of the
manual. These portions should no less than give a simple information about each and every
merchandise, the problems it handles and the alternatives offered for all those troubles. This
will likely make sure that consumers are furnished with ample details to determine what the
manual is discussing. Lastly, a Honda Civic Owners Manual Pdf is a effective marketing tool for
product owners and suppliers. It enables them to reach out to potential customers and
encourage them to get a specific item. Allowing a customer to study and duplicate the methods
regarding how to work a particular product will motivate them to apply it, most likely paving the
way to a new earnings stream. A manual can as a result be observed as a form of mental
property as nicely, making certain the product manufacturer secures his legal rights to the
manual and ensures that it stays confidential. Owners Manual. Tags: honda civic ex owners
manual pdf , honda civic hybrid owners manual pdf , honda civic lx owners manual pdf , honda
civic owners manual pdf. Related Posts. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Use these links and
links throughout this manual to navigate through this reference. For a printed owner's manual,
click on authorized manuals or go to Owner's Identification Form. A Few Words About Safety
Your Car at a Glance. Driver and Passenger Safety. Proper use and care of your car's seat belts,
and Supplemental Restraint System. Instruments and. Instrument panel indicator and gauge,
and how to use dashboard and steering column controls. Comfort and Convenience. How to
operate the climate control system, the audio system, and other convenience features. Before
Driving. What gasoline to use, how to break-in your new car, and how to load luggage and other
cargo. The proper way to start the engine, shift the transmission, and park, plus towing a trailer.
The Maintenance Schedule shows you when you need to take your car to the dealer. Tips on
cleaning and protecting your car. Things to look for if your car ever needs body repairs. Taking
Care of the. This section covers several problems motorists sometimes experience, and how to
handle them. ID numbers, dimensions, capacities, and technical information. A summary of the
warranties covering your new Honda, and how to contact us. Authorized Manuals U. How to
order manuals and other technical literature. Service Information Summary. A summary of
information you need when you pull up to the fuel pump. Warranty and Customer Relations U.
Honda Motor Co. Page 3: Introduction This One of the best ways to enhance the enjoyment of
your new Honda is to information is intended to help you read this manual. In it, you will learn
how to operate its driving controls and avoid damage to your Honda, other convenience items.
And operating this including: car safely is an important responsibility. Safety Labels on the car.
Safety Messages preceded by a safety alert symbol and one of Adjust the Front Seats
Protecting Small Children.. Adjust the Seat-Backs Protecting Larger Children.. Adjust the Head
Restraints. Using Child Seats with shows you how to use seat belts 5. Some safety features do

not require any action on your part. These include a strong steel framework that forms a safety
cage around the passenger compartment; But in most cases, seat belts Not wearing a seat belt
properly increases the chance of serious can reduce your risk of serious injury or death in a
crash, even They are designed to supplement the seat belts. Airbags offer no protection in rear
impacts, rollovers, or minor frontal or side collisions. Page Protecting Adults Protecting Adults
To reduce the chance of injury, wear Most shorter drivers can get far your seat belt properly, sit
upright enough away from the steering with your back against the seat, and wheel and still
reach the pedals. Sitting too close to a front move the seat away from the airbag can result in
serious However, if you are concerned about Page Adjust The Seat-Backs Protecting Adults
Adjust the Seat-Backs A front passenger should also adjust the seat-back to an upright
position, but as far from the dashboard as Reclining the seat-back too far possible. A passenger
who sits too can result in serious injury or close to the dashboard could be death in a crash.
Page Adjust The Head Restraints Protecting Adults Adjust the Head Restraints Fasten and
Position the Seat Belts Insert the latch plate into the buckle, Improperly positioning head
restraints reduces their then tug on the belt to make sure the effectiveness and you can be belt
is securely latched. Also check that the belt is not twisted, because a seriously injured in a
crash. Page 19 Protecting Adults If necessary, pull up on the belt again If the seat belt touches
or crosses to remove any slack from the your neck, or if it crosses your arm shoulder part, then
check that the instead of your shoulder, you need to belt rests across the center of your adjust
the seat belt anchor height. Page Adjust The Steering Wheel Anyone using a seat belt that is not
working properly can be seriously injured or killed. Have your Honda dealer check the belt as
soon as possible. See page for additional information about your seat belt system and how to
take care of your belts. For After all occupants have adjusted example, if an occupant slouches,
Sitting improperly or out of their seats and put on seat belts, it is lies down, turns sideways, sits
position can result in serious very important that they continue to This will reduce the risk could
be very seriously injured in a of injuries to both the mother and crash. Page Protecting Children
Protecting Children All Children Must Be Restrained Each year, many children are injured or
killed in car crashes because they Children who are unrestrained or improperly restrained can
be are either unrestrained or not seriously injured or killed in a properly restrained. Page 29
Protecting Children General Guidelines for Using Selecting a Child Seat Child Seats To provide
proper protection, a child The following pages give general seat should meet three guidelines
for selecting and installing requirements: child seats for infants and small children. The child
seat should meet safety The child seat should standards. Small children: Not recommended,
due to the front airbag hazard. After selecting a proper child seat, driving maneuvers as well as
during Make sure the child is properly and a good position to install the seat, a collision, we
recommend that strapped in the child seat there are three main steps in Page 33 Protecting
Children Protecting Infants Rear-Facing Child Seat Placement In this car, a rear-facing child seat
can be placed in any seating position Placing a rear-facing child seat in the front seat can result
in in the back seat, but not in the front serious injury or death if the seat. Page 35 Protecting
Children To activate the lockable retractor, After confirming that the belt is Push and pull the
child seat locked, grab the shoulder part of forward and from side to side to slowly pull the
shoulder part of the belt all the way out until it stops, the belt near the buckle and pull verify that
it is secure enough to then let the belt feed back into the Page 36 Protecting Children To
deactivate the locking Rear-Facing Child Seat Installation mechanism and remove a child seat,
Tips unlatch the buckle, unroute the seat belt, and let the belt fully retract. For proper
protection, an infant must ride in a reclined, or semi-reclined position. Page Protecting Small
Children Protecting Children Protecting Small Children Of the different seats available, we Child
Seat Placement recommend those that have a five- In this car, the best place to install a point
harness system as shown. Page 39 Protecting Children To activate the lockable retractor, After
confirming that the belt is Push and pull the child seat locked, grab the shoulder part of forward
and from side to side to slowly pull the shoulder part of the belt all the way out until it stops, the
belt near the buckle and pull verify that it is secure enough to then let the belt feed back into the
Page Protecting Larger Children Protecting Children To deactivate the locking Protecting Larger
Children mechanism in order to remove a When a child reaches the child restraint system,
unlatch the recommended weight or height limit Allowing a larger child to sit buckle, unroute
the seat belt, and let for a forward-facing child seat, the improperly in the front seat can the belt
fully retract. Page 41 Protecting Children their thighs as shown, the child is Checking Seat Belt
Fit Do not put any accessories on a seat probably big enough to wear the seat Devices intended
to improve belt. Canada recommend that all children ages 12 and under be properly Even then,
the child may still need to restrained in the back seat. Page 43 Protecting Children Of course,
children vary widely. Lift the head restraint, then route the tether strap over the seat-back
between the legs of the head restraint. Page 45 Protecting Children You can also remove the

rear head To attach the tether to the child seat, restraints see page. Page 47 Protecting Children
You can also remove the rear head restraints see page. Make sure to replace the rear head
restraints when the child seats are not in use. The belt The tensioners are independent of will
retract, but it will not allow the the airbag system, so they can be Page Seat Belt Maintenance U.
Models For information on how to clean your Honda provides a lifetime warranty seat belts, see
page on seat belts. Honda will repair or replace any seat belt component that fails to function
properly during normal use. Please see your Page 52 Additional Information About Your
Airbags During a frontal crash, your seat The total time for inflation and belts help restrain your
lower body deflation is approximately one-tenth and torso. Your airbag provides a of a second,
so fast that most cushion to help restrain and protect occupants are not aware that the your
head and chest. Driver and Passenger Safety Page Airbag Service If rain or spilled water soaks
into a seat-back, it can any airbag by yourself. This must prevent the side airbag system be
done by a Honda dealer or a knowledgeable body shop. The SRS indicator light alerts you Take
your car to an to a problem. Page Safety Labels U. Read these labels carefully. If a label comes
off or becomes hard to read, contact your Honda dealer for a replacement. Emergency Trunk
Opener.. All the essential Speedometer Seat Adjustments Front Seat Adjustments Page 64
Indicator Lights U. This indicator lights when you turn airbags the ignition switch ON II. See
page not closed tightly. Turn Signal and information on the headlight Hazard Warning controls.
Page 69 If this maintenance is when you first turn the ignition done by someone other than your
switch to ON II , and then flash for Honda dealer, reset the indicator as ten seconds. If you
exceed 10, miles 16, Turn off the engine. To protect the engine from damage, never drive with
the tachometer needle in the red zone. The odometer and the two trip meters use the same
display. Page Temperature Gauge Gauges U. In severe driving conditions, such as very hot
weather or a long period of uphill driving, the pointer may rise to the The rotating switch on the
left lever To flash the high beams, pull the controls the lights. Page 77 Controls Near the
Steering Wheel To signal a lane change, push lightly Windshield Wipers In intermittent, the
wipers operate on the turn signal lever in the proper every few seconds. In low speed and
direction and hold it. The lever will high speed, the wipers run continu- return to the center
position as soon ously. The defogger and antenna wires on the inside of the rear window can be
accidentally damaged. Make sure you have securely locked the steering wheel in place Make
any steering wheel adjustment by trying to move it up and down. Page Keys And Locks Keep
the plate stored in a safe place. When replacing keys, use only Keep the keys away from liquids.
Your car comes with two master Honda-approved key blanks. If they get wet, dry them immedikeys and a valet key. Page 83 If you have lost your key and you Changes or modifications not
expressly cannot start the engine, contact your approved by the party responsible for Honda
dealer. If your car has locks the steering. The switch and the accessory power socket. Any other
Operation is subject to the following two transmitters you have will also need conditions: 1 this
device may not cause to be reprogrammed. Page 91 Keys and Locks Emergency Trunk Opener
Parents should decide if their children should be shown how to use this feature. For more
information about child safety, see page MASTER KEY To protect items in the trunk when As a
safety feature, your car has a you need to give the key to someone release lever on the trunk
latch so else, lock the trunk release handle Page Seat Adjustments Seat Adjustments Front Seat
Adjustments See pages for important safety information and warnings about how to properly
position seats and seat-backs. Make all seat adjustments before you start driving. Your car is
equipped with head restraints in the front seats and the outboard seating positions in the rear.
Page 94 Seat Adjustments, Armrest, Folding Rear Seat To remove a front head restraint or a
Armrest Folding Rear Seat head restraint in one of the rear The back of the rear seat folds down
outboard seating positions for to give you direct access to the trunk. Page 95 Seat Adjustments,
Armrest, Folding Rear Seat To remove a front head restraint or a Armrest Folding Rear Seat
head restraint in one of the rear The back of the rear seat folds down outboard seating positions
for to give you direct access to the trunk. Page 97 Folding Rear Seat Make sure all rear shoulder
belts are Make sure all items in the trunk, or positioned in front of the rear seat- items extending
through the opening back whenever the seat-back is in its into the back seat, are secured. Page
Moonroof To tilt up the back of the moonroof, press and hold the center button. To close the
moonroof, If you try to open the moonroof in press and hold the top of the switch below-f
reezing temperatures, or when. Page Parking Brake, Glove Box Glove Box Driving the car with
the parking brake An open glove box can cause serious injury to your passenger applied can
damage the rear brakes in a crash, even if the and axles. Page Interior Lights Interior Lights The
ceiling light with the switch in Spotlights the center position comes on when you remove the
key from the ignition switch. If you do not open a door, the light stays on, then fades out in
about 10 seconds. The ceiling light with the switch in the center position also comes on when
you unlock the door with the It remains on for several seconds after the door is closed. CD

Player Error Indications.. Please contact your dealer for more information. Some air will flow
from the dashboard vents in all modes. Air flows from the center and corner vents in the
dashboard. Air flow is divided between the vents in the dashboard and the floor vents. The
engine must be running for the heater and air conditioning to generate hot and cold air. The
light in the button comes on when a fan speed is selected. When used in Select combination
with the heater, it Set the fan to the desired speed. Page Heating and Cooling These settings
direct all the air flow To Turn Everything Off to the defroster vents at the base of To shut off the
system temporarily, the windshield and the side window turn the fan speed and temperature
defroster vents. You select which of these you want to adjust by pressing the TUNE knob. The
audio system illuminates when the parking lights are on, even if the radio is turned off. Digital
Clock The audio system display usually shows the time when the ignition Make When the
system reaches the end of noise reduction, automatic sensing of sure the tape opening on the
cassette the tape, it will automatically reverse chromium-dioxide CrO tape, and When the
system reaches the end of the song or passage currently playing, it will automatically go into
rewind. The the disc in halfway, the drive will pull ning and play the disc again. If you button, the
system continuously cassette in the player. Page You can quickly set the time to the Radio
Frequencies Stations must use these exact nearest hour. It is fairly common for before the half
hour, the clock is set complete AM and FM bands. Page Audio System Electrical interference
from passing cars and stationary sources can cause temporary reception problems. Radio
signals, especially on the FM Radio reception can be affected by band, are deflected by large
objects The disc and track CD while it is playing, the system A trunk-mounted Compact Disc
numbers will be displayed. Do not place it in its case to protect it from dust inner and outer
edges. Page Mechanical Error If the CD cannot be pulled out or the error indication does not
disappear after the disc is ejected, see your Honda dealer. Do not try to force the disc out of the
player. High temperature Will disappear when the temperature returns to normal. If the code
does not Honda dealer. To find the beginning of song or passage. Page Your dealer has a
cleaning kit the cassette to jam in the player. Never try to insert a warped or dealer. Page Honda
dealer. To do this, you will Preset buttons. You will have to store your favorite Page Cruise
Control The cruise control may not hold the Changing the Set Speed set speed when you are
going up and You can increase the set cruising down hills. If your speed increases speed in any
of these ways: going down a hill, use the brakes to slow down to the desired speed. Page
Cruise Control You can decrease the set cruising Even with the cruise control turned Cancelling
the Cruise Control speed in any of these ways: on, you can still use the accelerator pedal to
speed up for passing. You also need to Filling the Fuel Tank If you use such gasolines, extra
attention to how you drive octane number of 86 or higher. You may hear a hissing sound as
pressure inside the tank escapes. Gasoline is highly flammable and explosive. You can be Push
burned or seriously injured Stop filling the tank after the fuel when handling fuel. Page Service
Station Procedures If you can open the hood without To close the hood, lift it up slightly to
lifting the hood latch handle, or the remove the support rod from the GRIP hood latch handle
moves stiffly or hole. Put the support rod back into does not spring back as before, the its
holding clip. Wait a few cloth or paper towel. It should be radiator reserve tank. Page Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy The condition of your car and your A cold engine uses more fuel than a
Driving Habits driving habits are the two most You can improve fuel economy by warm engine.
It is not necessary to important things that affect the fuel driving moderately. Your dealer has
Honda accessories that allow you to personalize your car. Page If you plan to modify your
vehicle, clearance can allow the Covering the outside edge of a consult with your Honda dealer.
The glove box, and the pockets in the front doors and seat-back, are designed for small,
lightweight items. The trunk is intended for larger, heavier items. Store or secure all items that
could Overloading or improper loading can affect handling and be thrown around and hurt This
figure includes the total weight stability and cause a crash in someone during a crash. Page
Please contact your Honda as far forward as possible. If you fold down the back seat, tie It also
includes impor- 5-speed Manual Transmission.. Page Preparing to Drive You should do the
following checks Check that any items you may be Fasten your seat belt. Check that and
adjustments every day before carrying with you inside are stored your passengers have
fastened you drive your car. If the engine does not start within meters adds to the problem. You
can damage the transmission by trying to shift into Rapid slowing or speeding-up Reverse with
the car moving. Push can cause loss of control on down the clutch pedal, and pause for
slippery surfaces. If it flashes while driving in any shift position , it indicates a possible problem
in the transmission. Avoid rapid acceleration and have the trans- mission checked by an
authorized Honda dealer as soon as possible. R to P N to R Press the release button. To shift to
Reverse from Neutral, come to a complete stop and then shift. Page Park to Neutral. If you need
to use the Shift Lock Release, it means your car is developing a problem. Have the car checked

by your Honda dealer. Page Parking Always use the parking brake when If the car is facing
uphill, turn the Parking Tips you park your car. The indicator on front wheels away from the
curb. If Make sure the moonroof and the the instrument panel shows that the you have a manual
transmission, put windows are closed. The brakes on the rear when going down a long hill
builds The front disc brakes on all models wheels are drum. A power assist up heat and reduces
their effective- have audible brake wear indicators. EX and Canadian LX and brake pedal; this
defeats the the brakes has two separate circuits. On dry ABS does not reduce the time or longer
distance to stop on loose or pavement, you will need to press on distance it takes to stop the
car; If anything goes wrong, the ABS indicator on the instrument panel comes on see page. This
means the anti-lock function of the braking system has shut down. It takes your car longer to
visible to other drivers are important react, even in conditions that may in all weather
conditions. Both are important in trailer. Page Maintenance If you have the skills and tools to
per- Transmission Fluid Tire Rotation See 5-speed Manual Replacing Tires and Wheels. Page
Maintenance Safety It will also reward you should be performed by a Honda performing
maintenance. Only you technician or other qualified can decide whether or not you with more
economical, trouble-free driving and help reduce air pollution. Page Maintenance Safety
Important Safety Precautions Read the instructions before you Before you begin any
maintenance, begin, and make sure you have the make sure your car is parked on tools and
skills required. Also, be sure the engine To reduce the possibility of fire or is off. Page
Maintenance Schedule Maintenance Schedule The Maintenance Schedule specifies The
services and time or distance Which Schedule to Follow: how often you should have your car
intervals shown in the maintenance Service your car according to the serviced and what things
need schedule assume you will use your time and mileage periods on one of attention. Page
However, Honda recommends that all maintenance We recommend the use of genuine services
be performed at the Honda parts and fluids whenever you recommended time or mileage have
maintenance done. These are period to ensure long-term reliability. Page Service at the
indicated distance or time whichever comes first. Page Service at the indicated distance or time,
whichever comes first. Owners Refer to page to determine which schedule to use. See dust and
pollen filter on page for replacement information Do items in A, B, C. Page Required
Maintenance Record for Normal and Severe Schedules You or the servicing dealer can record
all completed maintenance here, whether you follow the schedule for normal conditions page or
severe conditions page. Keep the receipts for all work done on your car. If time you fill the fuel
tank. See monthly. Examine the tread for you are unsure of how to perform page wear and
foreign objects. Page Engine Oil 5W lubricant for your car. It is Wait a few minutes and recheck
the highly recommended that you use oil level. Do not fill above the upper Honda Motor Oil in
your car for mark; you could damage the engine. Page When using synthetic oil, you must
follow the oil and filter change intervals given in the maintenance schedule. Additives Your
Honda does not require any oil additives. Page available from your equipment, you should have
this maintenance done by a skilled Honda dealer is required to mechanic. Open the hood and
remove the remove the filter. Remove the oil Page Engine Oil Put a new washer on the drain
bolt, Replace the engine oil fill cap. Start the engine. The oil pressure Tighten it to: indicator
light should go out within Improper disposal of engine oil can be five seconds. It does not
require any additional mixing. Page Cooling System Pour coolant into the reserve tank. Put the
cap back on the reserve tank. Draining the coolant requires access to the underside of the car.
Unless you have the tools and knowledge, Reinstall and tighten the mounting bolt securely.
Reinstall the tray, battery, stay, battery case, and battery plate in the reverse order of removal.
Page When the audio system disables Fill up to here itself, the clock setting will cancel. Page
Cooling System Start the engine and let it run for Start the engine and hold it at about 30
seconds. Then turn off 1, rpm until the radiator fan the engine. Turn off the engine. Check the
coolant level in the Check the level in the radiator, radiator and add coolant if needed. In bad
weather, blades with windshield washer fluid when you use the washers often, on a clean cloth.
Page Transmission Fluid Park the car on level ground. Shut should drain and refill it with off the
engine. It should be a short distance. Do this three Remove the dipstick yellow loop between the
upper and lower times. Page Brake And Clutch Fluid However, the use of Brake fluid reservoir
all models Clutch fluid reservoir any non-Honda brake fluid can cause manual transmission
only corrosion and decrease the life of the system. Have the brake system The brake fluid
should be replaced Have this system inspected as soon as possible. If it is not, add brake fluid
to bring it up to that level. Page Power Steering Fluid. If it is not available, you may use another
power steering fluid as an emergency replacement. However, continued use can cause
increased wear and poor steering in cold weather. Have the power steering system flushed and
refilled with Honda PSF as soon as possible. The air cleaner element is inside the air cleaner
housing in the engine compartment. Page Hood Latch Lubricate all the moving parts as shown ,

including the pivot. Follow the time and distance recommendations in the Maintenance
Schedule. If you are not sure how to clean and grease the latch, contact your Honda dealer.
Page Spark Plugs Spark Plugs The spark plugs in your car are a Replacement special
platinum-tipped design for longer life. Page Spark Plugs Put the new spark plug into the Torque
the spark plug. If you do Use a wrench to remove the nut holding the ignition coil. Remove
socket, then screw it into the hole. Page Spark Plugs Install the ignition coil. Reinstall
Specifications: the nut. Make sure it locks in overheat and damage the engine. You should
check corrosion a white or yellowish the color of the test indicator window, powder. To remove
it, cover the and for corrosion on the terminals. Detach the battery cables bef ore connecting
the battery to a charger. Look for signs of cracking in the rubber, or areas that are getting hard.
Replace the blades if you find these signs, or if they leave streaks and unwiped areas when
used. Slide the wiper blade assembly onto the wiper arm. Make sure it locks in place. Lower the
wiper arm down against the windshield. Page Close the glove box. If you are not sure how to
replace the dust and pollen filters, have them replaced by your Honda dealer. Remove the first
filter by pulling it straight out of the air conditioning unit. Remove the second filter by sliding it
to the left, then pulling it out. Power steering belt: or , km Canada if you Page Tires To safely
operate your car, your tires Check the pressure in the tires when Inflation must be the proper
type and size, in Keeping the tires properly inflated they are cold. This means the car good
condition with adequate tread, provides the best combination of has been parked for at least
three and correctly inflated. If you find a tire is worn unevenly, have your dealer You should look
for: check the wheel alignment. Page Tires Make sure the installer balances the Tire Rotation
When shopping for replacement wheels when you have new tires tires, you may find that some
tires installed. Page Replacement its braking ability, traction, and wheels are available at your
Honda steering accuracy. It is best to replace all four tires at dealer. If that is not possible LX
all-weather tread design. They tires of the same size and load range Traction devices that are
the wrong cable-type traction devices on the Drive slowly with them installed. Page Adjustment
of the headlights should be performed by a Honda technician objects. If you touch the glass,
clean or other qualified mechanic. Pivot the hold-down wire Bulbs back in place and clip the end
into If you are changing the bulb on the slot. Test the lights to make sure the new bulb is
working. Put the inner fender cover in place. Lock it in place by pushing on the center. Push the
new bulb straight into the socket until it bottoms. Light Bulb Push the new bulb straight into the
socket until it bottoms. Insert the socket back into the light assembly. Page Lights Reinstall the
socket. Make sure Bulb check that the new bulb is the new bulb is working. Reinstall the socket
back in place by pushing it in until it latches. Open the trunk. Pull the bulb straight out of the
Put a cloth on the left side edge of holder. Push on the lens of the opposite side you are
replacing. Push the new bulb into the bulb holder. Page Storing Your Car If you store your car
for 12 months see page Support the front wiper blade or longer, have your Honda dealer arms
with a folded towel or rag so perform the inspections called for in Wash and dry the exterior
they do not touch the windshield. This section gives you hints Waxing Page Exterior Care
Exterior Care Washing Rinse the car thoroughly with cool When you have washed and rinsed
Frequent washing helps preserve water to remove loose dirt. Dirt and grit can chamois or soft
towel. Letting it scratch the paint, while tree sap and Fill a bucket with cool water. Page It should
form into your dealer so you are sure to get beads or droplets after waxing. Page Interior Care
Periodically shampoo the carpet to keep it looking new. Follow the instructions that Page
Interior Care Fabric Vinyl Seat Belts Vacuum dirt and dust out of the Remove dirt and dust with
a vacuum If your seat belts get dirty, you can material frequently. For general cleaner. Wipe the
vinyl with a soft use a soft brush with a mixture of cleaning, use a solution of mild soap cloth
dampened in a solution of mild mild soap and warm water to clean You can also use a mixture it
is best to use a solid type. Some of one part white vinegar to ten parts liquid air fresheners
contain chemi- water. Page Corrosion Protection Two factors normally contribute to Many
corrosion-preventive measures Use a high-pressure spray to clean causing corrosion in your
car: are built into your Honda. You can the underside of your car. This is help keep your car
from corroding especially important in areas that Moisture trapped in body cavities. Page Body
Repairs If your car insurance company, tell them you needs repairs after a collision, pay want
genuine Honda parts used in close attention to the parts used in the repair. Although most
insurers the repair and the quality of the Use this you are using the compact spare tire: spare
tire as a temporary replace- ment only. Stopping in traffic or on the shoulder The car can easily
roll off the of a busy road is dangerous. Drive jack, seriously injuring anyone slowly along the
shoulder until you underneath. Place the remove the jack. Temporarily wrench as shown to
raise the car cover. The wheel cover cannot be place the flat tire on the ground until the flat tire
is off the ground. Put the Lower the car to the ground and wipe any dirt off the mounting wheel
nuts back on finger-tight, remove the jack. Store the tool kit. Loose items can fly around the

interior in a crash and could seriously injure the occupants. If the headlights do not dim, on
what you hear when you turn the When you turn the ignition switch to check the condition of
the fuses. Page Jump Starting Park, and set the parking brake. Keep all sparks, open flames,
and smoking materials away from the battery. You cannot start a Honda with an automatic
transmission by pushing or pulling it. Taking Care of the Unexpected Connect the the booster
battery. Connect the cables. If you do not see steam or spray, Look for any obvious coolant
leaks, Put the transmission in Neutral or leave the engine running and such as a split radiator
hose. Park, and set the parking brake. Page If Your Engine Overheats If there was no coolant in
the Using gloves or a large heavy Put the radiator cap back on reserve tank, you may also have
to cloth, turn the radiator cap tightly. Run the engine and watch add coolant to the radiator.
Although oil level and oil pressure are not directly connected, an engine that is very low on oil
can lose pressure during cornering and other driving maneuvers. Drive to a service station or
garage where you can get technical assistance. Drive moderately until the dealer has inspected
the problem. Avoid full-throttle acceleration and driving at high speed. Because of the when it is
safe. If the fuse is blown, replace it with one of the same or lower rating. These fuses are located
in two fuse boxes. The under-hood fuse box is located The interior fuse box is underneath in the
engine compartment on the the steering column. Determine from the chart on pages , or the
diagram on the fuse box lid, which fuse or fuses control that component. This does not Canada
indicate anything wrong. Circuits Protected 7. Page Emergency Towing There are three popular
types of unacceptable. If your Honda cannot be transported The operator by flat-bed, it should
be towed by Flat-bed Equipment loads your car on the back of a truck. Page Technical
Information Emissions Controls The Clean Air Act It also U. It is also necessary for licensing
and insuring your car. The easiest place to find the VIN is on a plate fastened to the top of the
dashboard. Width Lights Under-hood See page Cars The tires on your car meet all U. All The
treadwear grade is a compara- The traction grades, from highest to tires are also graded for
treadwear, tive rating based on the wear rate of lowest, are AA, A, B, and C. These gasolines
percentages of oxygenates: service station or switch to another are collectively referred to as
brand of gasoline. Page Catalytic Converter. A replacement unit must be an original Honda part
or its equivalent. The three way catalytic converter must operate at a high temperature Page
State Emissions Testing State Emissions Testing Testing of Readiness Codes If the testing
facility determines that Without touching the accelerator If you take your car for a state the
readiness codes are not set, you pedal, start the engine and let it emissions test shortly after
the will be requested to return at a later idle for 20 seconds. Page If the testing facility
determines the without moving the accelerator readiness codes are still not set, see pedal. Car
speed may vary your Honda dealer. If you cannot do this for a continuous 90 seconds because
of traffic Warranty Coverages Reporting Safety Defects U. Authorized Manuals Warranty and
Customer Relations Page Customer Relations Office. Box U. Owners a seat Seat Belt Limited
Warranty Replacement Battery Limited Your new Honda is covered by these belt that fails to
function properly is provides prorated Warranty warranties: covered for the useful life of the
car. You can also obtain Co. Page Authorized Manuals U. Only Helm Incorporated at the address
shown on the back of the order form. Page Authorized Manuals Service Manual: NOTE: Dealers
and Companies please provide dealer or company name, and also the name of the person to
whose attention the shipment should This manual covers maintenance and recommended be
sent. For purchases outside U. Anti-lock System ABS Accessories and Modifications.
Appearance Care Break-in, New Linings Audio System Additional Safety Precautions. Automatic
Seat Belt Tensioners. Turn Signal Lights Crankcase Emissions Control Bulbs, Halogen Lower
Anchors Tether Anchorage Points.. Cruise Control Operation Childproof Door Locks Customer
Relations Office.. Emergency Towing Filling the Fuel Tank Drive Belts Emissions Testing, State
Filters Driver and Passenger Safety Page Index Front Airbags Gearshift Lever Positions
Hydraulic Clutch Automatic Transmission.. Fill Door and Cap Octane Requirement Glass
Cleaning Glove Box Identification Number, Vehicle. Ignition Reserve Indicator Page Index
Introduction Locks Mirrors, Adjusting Anti-theft Steering Column.. Fuel Fill Door Closing
Manually Power Door Jacking up the Car Jack, Tire Low Coolant Level Jump Starting Advice for
Pregnant Women.. Dust and Pollen Filter Onboard Refueling Vapor Protecting Children Engine
Coolant Protecting Infants Engine Oil and Filter Operation in Foreign Countries. Page Index Seat
Belts Seats and Seat-Backs Safety Labels, Location of Signaling Turns Starting the Engine
Safety Messages Snow Tires Page Index Taking Care of the Unexpected. Tape Player Technical
Descriptions Tire Chains Underside, Cleaning Tools, Tire Changing Towing of the Page Index
Warranty Coverages Waxing and Polishing Wheels Adjusting the Steering Alignment and
Balance Compact Spare Windows Cleaning This manual is also suitable for: civic sedan. Print
page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. You have no vehicle information saved

in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual explains the various features and
functions of your Honda, offers oper
honeywell wifi smart thermostat wiring diagram
2016 prius owners manual
4l30e transmission rebuild manual
ation tips and suggestions for vehicle care and maintenance, provides specific details on
safety systems, and includes comprehensive technical specifications. If your vehicle is
equipped with a navigation system, a navigation manual with detailed instructions, settings, and
other information is also available. To purchase printed manuals, you can order online or
contact:. Delivery time is approximately five weeks. To save paper and time, you can download
the latest manuals now. Need more help? Contact your local Honda dealer for assistance.
Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. These files contain detailed information about
your vehicle, and can be downloaded, searched, and printed. The Owner's Guide provides a
quick how-to on basic functions and features. Coverage and terms of your vehicle's warranties,
including general provisions, new vehicle limited warranty, emissions, tires and accessories
warranties, replacement parts and more. Details can be found in the Warranty section.

